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Abstract

Image restoration tasks incorporate widespread real-
world application. Apart from its significant practicabil-
ity, generic deep image restoration methods still fail to
handle complex tasks, like shadow removal, low-light en-
hancement, etc. This paper addresses the limitations of
existing image restoration methods by introducing a novel
deep architecture. The proposed model incorporates illu-
mination mapping inspired by the Retinex theory within a
double encoder-decoder network. Additionally, it utilizes
a multi-head cross-attention mechanism to correlate input
and reconstructed images to generate plausible and refined
images. The proposed model employs a perceptual opti-
mization strategy to tackle intricate restoration tasks effec-
tively. It surpasses state-of-the-art methods in demanding
tasks such as shadow removal, low-light image enhance-
ment, and blind compress image enhancement, all while
utilizing fewer trainable parameters. Our method is se-
lected among the top solutions in the New Trends in Im-
age Restoration and Enhancement’24 (NTIRE) challenge
for shadow removal, securing a top position without resort-
ing to score-boosting techniques such as ensembling.

1. Introduction

Image restoration commonly refers to manipulating and en-
hancing low-quality images by correcting imperfections or
artifacts that degrade their visual appearance [40]. These
imperfections can include noise, blur, distortion, shadows,
and other forms of degradation introduced during image ac-
quisition, transmission, or processing. Image restoration
techniques aim to recover or improve the original image by
removing or reducing these imperfections while preserving
salient details, structures, and color information. Notably,
image restoration techniques such as shadow removal, low-
light enhancement, denoising, and deblurring incorporate
numerous applications in the real world, including photog-
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raphy [13], medical imaging [27], satellite imaging [3], au-
tonomous driving [29], and forensic analysis [6].
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Figure 1. Comparison of models based on their PSNR (Peak
Signal-to-Noise Ratio) and the number of parameters across SOTA
image restoration tasks (a) shows the comparison for Shadow Re-
moval [36]. (b) shows the comparison for Blind Compressed Im-
age Enhancement (BCIE) [44]. (c) shows the comparison for Low
Light Image Enhancement (LLIE) [23]. (d) shows the comparison
of the average performance of each model across all tasks.

The widespread usability and the emergence of deep
learning have inspired the vision community to address
challenging image restoration tasks through their innova-
tive approaches. Many studies [21, 35, 38, 51] from open
research have focused on developing a single-network ar-
chitecture that can efficiently handle multiple tasks rather
than designing separate models for respective tasks. Sev-
eral recent studies have used convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) that allow for end-to-end learning of feature rep-
resentations directly from the available data samples [15].
However, vanilla CNN networks have constraints and fail to
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restore realistic images due to their limited ability to model
long-range pixel dependencies[34, 48, 50].

To address the limitations, recent work from the image
restoration domain has leveraged transformer-based deep
architecture with self-attention (SA) [37] mechanisms to
tackle image restoration effectively. Typically, these atten-
tion blocks play a crucial role in capturing long-range pixel
interactions, allowing the deep architecture in paralleliza-
tion and effective representation learning. It is worth noting
that the SA in Transformers has adopted from the natural
language tasks and illustrates state-of-the-art (SOTA) per-
formance in high-level vision tasks. However, such a self-
attention-based transformer model with large spatial win-
dow sizes increased the computational complexity of the
network and failed to perform as expected on the dataset
with limited samples, as shown in Fig. 1.

To tackle the issues of the existing image restoration
methods, we introduced a novel deep network with dual
encoder-decoder. Our proposed network leverages illumi-
nation mapping to boost the spatial luminance information
inspired by the Retinex theory [16]. To the best concern,
this is the first open literature work exploring the feasibil-
ity of illumination boosting for generic image restoration.
In addition to that, our model learns to reconstruct an inter-
mediate output by utilizing the first encoder-decoder. Later,
we correlate our reconstructed image with the input using
a cross-attention module [28]. Our second encoder-decoder
block learns to refine the intermediate reconstruction from
the correlated features to produce plausible enhanced im-
ages. Apart from the architecture, we introduce a perceptual
optimization strategy, including a luminance-chrominance
loss to maintain the color luminance consistency in the en-
hanced images. Experimental results illustrate that our pro-
posed method can handle numerous image restoration tasks
and outperform the existing methods with significantly less
trainable parameters. Fig. 2 illustrates the performance of
the proposed method in diverse image restoration tasks. Our
main contributions are as follows:

• We proposed a novel Dformer that leverages illumination
guidance with MCA in double encoder-decoder architec-
ture. Our method is guided by a novel perceptual loss to
perform evenly on image restoration tasks.

• We extensively studied the applicability of our method
in numerous challenging image restoration tasks like
shadow removal, LLIE and BCIE.

• We outperformed the SOTA image restoration tasks in
fidelity score along with fewer trainable parameters.
Our method ranks among the top solutions in numerous
tracks, including shadow removal in the NTIRE’24 chal-
lenge [36], without applying score-boosting techniques
like ensembling.

2. Background
This section details the related works in the field of image
reconstruction.

2.1. Image Restoration

Image restoration methods focus on restoring original high-
quality images from poor-quality versions. The SOTA CNN
[12, 42, 51] models, like U-Net[24], SRCNN [8], and AR-
CNN [47], utilize various processing algorithms to achieve
comprehensive image restoration and reconstruction. With
the continual development of computer vision, researchers
have proposed vast models and techniques for image re-
construction, including GAN [10, 14, 19], diffusion mod-
els [4, 11, 30, 43], and denoising [20]. The development of
vision transformers have increased the popularity of atten-
tion mechanisms for the domain of image reconstruction.
For instance, UFormer[40] uses an attention mechanism to
learn multi-scale features, while Restormer[50] uses an at-
tention mechanism to capture long-range pixel interactions
to restore high-quality images. Comparatively, transform-
ers outperform CNNs [34, 48] among various tasks, being
able to due to their ability to capture ranged dependencies
in data efficiently through self-attention mechanisms.

2.2. Vision Transformer

Transformer architecture [37] was initially introduced for
the Natural Language Processing domain, showing a sig-
nificant performance in perceiving and working upon ex-
tended connections in sequential data. It found its applica-
tion in the vision domain, particularly due to transformer’s
ability to comprehend global features dynamically, which
are crucial for image recognition, segmentation, and object
detection [7, 9, 32]. The main difference from well-known
SOTA CNN-based models is that Vision Transformer [9]
methods decompose an image into patches and use it as in-
put to learn the relationships between them. Transformer
architecture allows the capture of long-run dependencies
between sequences of patches, and due to that, researchers
found it reasonable to apply Vision Transformer methods
for low-level vision tasks, too, like image restoration and
super-resolution [22, 48]. The self-attention mechanism al-
lows capture of relevant image regions, which can be effec-
tively used to improve image quality and image restoration.
However, computation complexity is the main difficulty of
generating high-quality images, which increases quadrati-
cally with the number of image patches used.

2.3. Retinex Theory on Image Enhancement

The Retinex theory [16, 18] proposes ideas on how the hu-
man visual system perceives color and brightness of im-
ages. Rather than directly capturing the colors and bright-
ness, the theory suggests that the brain compares different
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Figure 2. Examples of image restoration tasks perceived by the proposed Dformer. Our proposed method can handle numerous image
restoration tasks without illustrating visually disturbing artifacts. (a) LLIE. (b) Shadow Removal. (c) BCIE

parts of the image to determine their true colors and bright-
ness levels. In line with this theory, adjusting the brightness
and color can considerably enhance the quality of images
[41]. Consequently, the Retinex theory can be leveraged to
develop algorithms for various low-vision tasks, including
image restoration, low-light enhancement, and shadow re-
moval. Low-light image enhancement models [41, 42] use
a Retinex-based deep unfolding network to learn a network
that decomposes the low-light image into reflectance and il-
lumination layers. Retinex-based transformer architectures
[5, 25, 46], are also widely used for image enhancement.
RetinexFormer [5] utilizes a stage transformer to capture il-
lumination information from images, light up the low-light
regions further, and restore the corrupted areas. Addition-
ally, diffusion models are combined with Retinex theory to
produce effective results on image enhancement [46].

3. Methodology
This section provides insights into the proposed Dformer, as
well as the details of perceptual optimization and training.

3.1. Dformer

Figure 3 provides an overview of the proposed Dformer
model, which is designed to directly enhance low-quality
images (IL) through a mapping function D : IL → IR, IF.
Here, IR represents the intermediate reconstruction im-
age, while IF denotes the final refined output. Our ap-
proach begins with a first encoder-decoder stage that incor-
porates a luminance-boosted image (IB) alongside the in-
put (IL), drawing inspiration from the Retinex theory [16–
18]. This stage aims to generate an intermediate recon-
structed image (IR) with enhanced visual quality. More-
over, to improve feature encoding and decoding efficiency,
our encoder-decoders utilize a residual illumination-guided
attention block (RIGAB), inspired by the success of the
illumination-guided attention block (IGAB) [5].

Furthermore, we exploit the reconstructed image IR
along with the input image (IL) to establish correlations be-

tween reconstructed images and their corresponding inputs,
leveraging a multi-head self-attention mechanism (MCA
block) for accelerated learning. In the subsequent refine-
ment stage, we employ a second set of encoder-decoder
blocks to enhance the quality of the reconstructed images
further, ultimately yielding the final refined image IF. By
integrating principles from the Retinex theory, attention
mechanisms, and recent advancements in encoder-decoder
architectures, Dformer emerges as a promising approach for
effectively enhancing the visual quality of low-quality im-
ages.

Residual IGAB. Residual blocks are well-known for ad-
dressing the problem of vanishing gradients in deeper mod-
els. It also helps the deep model to extract salient features
from a given tensor. On the other hand, IGAB has proven to
be one of the most efficient blocks for image enhancement.
In this study, we proposed incorporating IGAB in a resid-
ual manner to accelerate our restoration performance. The
proposed RIGAB can be represented as follows:

F = W +G(W) (1)

Here, G(·) represents the consecutive IGAB and W in-
put weights for the RIGAB block.

Multi-head cross attention. We adopted MCA from a
recent study [28]. Notably, MCA has leveraged in the pre-
vious study to correlate luminance-chrominance correlation
to reduce visual artifacts. However, in this study, we utilize
the MCA to correlate the refined and input images. Here,
we leverage a multi-head attention block to refine illumi-
nation mapping of refinement and input images along with
their corresponding RGB counterparts, as shown in Fig. 4.
We perceive multi-head attention as follows:

attention(Q,K,V) = softmax
(
QK⊤
√
dk

)
V (2)

Here, Q, K, and V represent the query, key, and value
matrices, respectively, and dk represents the dimensionality
of the key vectors.
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Figure 3. Overview of the proposed Dformer. The proposed model leverages illumination guidance on a dual encoder-decoder architecture
to learn generic image restoration. To perceive visually plausible images, the proposed method has been guided with a multi-term perceptual
loss, including reconstruction loss, regularized feature loss, and luminance-chrominance loss.

Figure 4. Overview of the multi-head cross attention block. The
MCA correlates reconstructed and input images to feed the second
encoder-decoder for effective image restoration.

3.2. Perceptual Optimization

In this context, LT represents the proposed multi-term ob-
jective function. Its purpose is to enhance the reconstructed
image’s perceptual quality by considering various factors
such as details, texture, color, etc.

Reconstruction loss. The L1-norm is recognized for
its effectiveness in generating sharper images [26, 27, 52].

Consequently, it has been adopted to compute the pixel-
wise reconstruction error as follows:

LR =∥ IG − IF ∥1 (3)

Here, IG and IF present the ground truth image and refine
output of D(IL) respectively.

Regularized feature loss (RFL).: VGG-19 feature-
based loss functions aim to improve a reconstructed image’s
perceptual quality by encouraging it to have identical fea-
ture representations like the reference images. Typically,
such activation-map loss functions are represented as fol-
lows:

LFL = λP × LVGG (4)

Where LVGG can be extended as follows:

LVGG =
1

HjWjCj
∥ ψt(IG)− ψt(IF) ∥1 (5)

Here, ψ and j denote the pre-trained VGG network and its
jth layer.

In Equation 4, λP represents the regulator controlling the
feature loss. Traditionally, setting the value of this regulator
is crucial, and improper tuning can harm the reconstruction
process [39]. To overcome this challenge, we implement a
total variation regularization (λR) for λP , as recommended
by research [1, 31]. This adjustment allows for more flexi-
bility in determining the value of λR, enhancing the recon-
struction process. The expression for λR is as follows:

λR =
1

HjWjCj
∥ ∆H ∥ + ∥ ∆W ∥ (6)

Here,∥ ∆W ∥ and ∥ ∆H ∥ presents the summation of the
gradients in the vertical and horizontal directions.
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Overall, we perceive RFL loss as follows:

LRFL = λR × LVGG (7)

Here, λR represents the total variation regularization.
Luminance-Chrominance Loss. The proposed

Dformer utilizes illumination mapping to focus on lumi-
nance information for efficient reconstruction. However,
the illumination-boosted images are prone to produce color
inconsistency in the reconstructed images. To address this
limitation, we adopted luminance-chrominance loss as a
part of our perceptual optimization [28]. We calculated the
per-pixel distance between the reconstructed and reference
luminance-chrominance as follows:

LLC =∥ IG − IF ∥1 (8)

Total Perceptual loss. The final perceptual objective
function (LT ) has calculated as follows:

LT = LR + LRFL + λLC .LLC (9)

Here, λLC represents regularization coefficient for LLC .
Throughout this study, we tuned λR = 0.3.

3.3. Training Details

We trained our model across three tasks, all linked
to NTIRE 2024 Challenges: Image Shadow Removal,
Blind Compressed Image Enhancement, and Low-Light
Enhancement. We further utilize three datasets D =
{Dshadow, Dblind, Dlow} sampled from NTIRE 2024 Chal-
lenges training datasets [2, 23, 33, 36, 44] and their sub-
sequent ground-truth pairs G = {Gshadow, Gblind, Glow}.
The Dshadow and Gshadow both consist of 1000, 1920 ×
1440 images. For each image in the Gblind dataset, there
are 10 images of different compression levels, ranging from
10 to 90, available in Dblind. There are 800 images in
Gblind of various sizes. TheDblind dataset is then converted
intoDblindC by introducing a random cropping mechanism,
with crop size 128×128. The Dlow and Glow datasets con-
sist of 230 images.

Apart from the data preparation, we leverage Adam op-
timizer with hyperparameters β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.99 for
training our Dformer. Also, we tuned the learning rate of
1 × 10−4 while initiating the training process. We devel-
oped a custom dataloader that selects a pool of 4 images.
The samples from Dshadow were cropped into 512 × 512
patches and resized to 320 × 320 squares. The training for
Dshadow dataset reached 95,000 steps and lasted approxi-
mately 48 hours. The training for DblindC dataset reached
110,000 steps and lasted approximately 64 hours. The train-
ing forDlow consisted of 100,000 steps. The hardware used
featured an NVIDIA A100 GPU, 32GB RAM, and a 16-
core CPU.

All models were trained using the same D.

4. Experiments
This section discusses the experimental setup for evaluat-
ing the proposed method’s performance compared to other
state-of-the-art methods. Next, we assess performance
based on 3 NTIRE’24 Challenge datasets [23, 36, 44] for
image restoration: BCIE, Shadow removal, and low-light
enhancement. Finally, an ablation study is done to see each
component’s importance in the proposed method.

4.1. Comparison with SOTA Methods

We compared our proposed Dformer and SOTA image
restoration methods, including MIRNet[49], UFormer[40],
and Restormer[50]. Additionally, we explored the feasibil-
ity of applying Retinexformer[5] to image restoration tasks.
Notably, Dformer was inspired by RetinexFormer[5], and
we assessed its effectiveness in generic restoration tasks
beyond just LLIE. To ensure fairness in comparison, we
utilized a three-stage Retinexformer[5] instead of its one-
stage variants. All compared methods were retrained for
restoration tasks using recommended hyperparameters and
the same dataset.

The performance of the deep learning methods was sum-
marized using standard evaluation metrics such as PSNR
and SSIM. Additionally, we evaluated the models based on
perceptual metrics like LPIPS [26], which calculates the
distance between image patches; a lower LPIPS value in-
dicates more similar image patches. This comprehensive
evaluation approach provides insights into the comparative
effectiveness of the different restoration methods across var-
ious evaluation criteria.

4.1.1 Shadow removal

Model SSIM PSNR LPIPS
RetinexFormer [5] 21.42 0.8711 0.3297
UFormer [40] 21.83 0.8762 0.3011
Restormer [50] 22.30 0.8929 0.2266
MIRNet [49] 21.30 0.8788 0.2977
Ours 23.85 0.8973 0.2219

Table 1. Comparison between existing restoration models and pro-
posed Dformer for Shadow removal dataset . Our Dformer outper-
forms the existing methods in all evaluation metrics by a notable
margin.

Next, we observe our model’s performance compared
to RetinexFormer [5], UFormer [40], Restormer [50], and
MIRNet [49] on the Shadow removal dataset. Table 1
clearly shows that based on SSIM, PSNR, and LPIPS [26]
scores, our model outperforms all other state-of-the-art
models, achieving 23.84, 0.8972, and 0.2219, respectively.

According to Fig. 5, our proposed model demonstrates
a unique capability to accurately distinguish between texts
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Figure 5. Example of shadow removal from image scene with multiple objects. The existing restoration method failed to recover shadow-
free images with complex object structures. Also, these methods cannot distinguish objects with similar color consistency, like shadows.
From left to right, input image, MIRNet[49] output, Restormer [50], UFormer [40], Retinexformer[5], Dformer (ours).

and shadows. Since the writings are in black, most mod-
els confuse them for being a part of shadow. We found the
existing methods illustrate significant limitations in distin-
guishing shadows and objects with gray color tones. Conse-
quently, these methods are prone to mitigate such shadow-
free regions despite understanding the scene’s context. In
contrast, our proposed Dformer with MCA and illumina-
tion strategy helps our model to understand such critical and
complex scenarios. Notably, our feature correlation with
input images helps our second encoder-decoder to produce
refined output for better visual representation.

4.1.2 Low-light enhancement

Our model is compared with 4 state-of-the-art models:
RetinexFormer [5], UFormer [40], Restormer [50], MIRNet
[49] on Low light enhancement dataset. The results were re-
ported based on 2 different real-world low-light benchmark
datasets, LOL-v1 [41], and LOL-v2 [45]. Table 2 demon-
strates the quantitative evaluation of image restoration and
the LLIE method on real-world LLIE. Models were eval-
uated on PSNR, SSIM, and LPIPS [26], and our method
outperforms existing methods for both datasets. Compared
to existing models, It performs significantly better on the
SSIM score, outperforming by at least 0.2. Same as for the
Blind dataset, average results were also reported, showing
that our method performs better based on all 3 metrics for
Low Light Enhancement datasets.

Apart from the quantitative evaluation, we also perform a
subjective assessment of the NTIRE24 challenge testing set.
Fig. 6 illustrates the LLIE performance proposed and ex-
isting restoration methods. The proposed method can pro-
duce visually plausible images with better denoising per-
formance. Also, our perceptual optimization helped our
Dformer to maintain color consistency while performing
challenging LLIE.

4.1.3 Blind Compressed Image Enhancement

Table 3 shows results on NTIRE Challenge 2024 BCIE
dataset based on PSNR, SSIM and LPIPS. We com-
pare our method with RetinexFormer[5], UFormer[40],
Restormer[50] and MIRNet[49] for 3 levels of compres-
sion: 20%, 40%, 60%.

At 20% compression level, our model outperforms
all other models by at least 0.8 dB on the PSNR
score. It also outperforms them based on the SSIM
score, showing the highest value among all models -
0.9226. Meanwhile, the LPIPS [26] score shows the
lowest value of 0.2683, indicating better performance
than RetinexFormer[5], UFormer[40], Restormer[50], and
MIRNet[49] on the Blind dataset.

The same trend is observed with 40% and 60% image
compression, as our model outperforms other state-of-the-
art models based on PSNR, SSIM, and LPIPS [26] scores.
The best performance is observed with 60% image com-
pression, where our method reaches 35.30 dB scores on
PSNR and 0.9701 on SSIM. Overall, average results for 3
levels of image compression were shown, which indicate
that at any % of image compression, the proposed method
performs better than previously existing methods.

Fig. 7 illustrates the visual comparison between compar-
ing methods. Please note that BCIE was relatively easier
than shadow removal and LLIE. The SOTA method can be
part of the proposed method while evaluating subjectively.
However, the proposed method is lighter than its counter-
part and has proven efficient in making a trade-off between
fidelity and computation complexity.

4.2. Ablation Study

We conducted an extensive ablation study to rigorously
assess the efficacy of integrating novel components into
the Dformer architecture to enhance its capabilities in im-
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LOL-v1 LOL-v2 Average
Model PSNR SSIM LPIPS PSNR SSIM LPIPS PSNR SSIM LPIPS
RetinexFormer 22.53 0.7846 0.3072 25.66 0.8261 0.2862 24.09 0.8053 0.2967
UFormer 17.08 0.7260 0.3267 18.13 0.7439 0.3153 17.60 0.7350 0.3210
Restormer 18.40 0.7220 0.3388 20.50 0.7447 0.3231 19.45 0.7334 0.3309
MIRNet 20.00 0.7305 0.3402 23.31 0.7777 0.3159 21.66 0.7541 0.3280
Ours 22.57 0.8035 0.2917 27.10 0.8494 0.2636 24.84 0.8264 0.2777

Table 2. Comparison between SOTA methods for LLIE image enhancement on real-world low-light benchmark dataset. The proposed
method can outperform the existing methods in evaluation metrics.

Figure 6. Comparison between SOTA restoration methods for LLIE. The proposed method can reconstruct visually plausible highlight
images. Our double encoder-decoder strategy helps Dformer perform efficient denoising, while perceptual optimization helps our model to
reproduce color-consistent images. From left to right, input image, MIRNet[49] output, Restormer [50], UFormer [40], Retinexformer[5],
Dformer (ours).

Comp. Level 20 40 60 Average
Model PSNR SSIM LPIPS PSNR SSIM LPIPS PSNR SSIM LPIPS PSNR SSIM LPIPS
RetinexFormer 31.48 0.9217 0.2914 33.92 0.9571 0.2270 35.24 0.9690 0.1855 33.55 0.9493 0.2346
UFormer 29.21 0.8910 0.3259 30.27 0.9176 0.2847 30.53 0.9238 0.2686 30.00 0.9108 0.2931
Restormer 30.71 0.9129 0.2938 32.49 0.9448 0.2367 33.23 0.9554 0.2046 32.14 0.9377 0.2450
MIRNet 31.43 0.9209 0.2966 33.93 0.9569 0.2313 35.26 0.9698 0.1891 33.54 0.9492 0.2390
Ours 31.50 0.9227 0.2683 33.96 0.9576 0.2086 35.30 0.9701 0.1692 33.59 0.9501 0.2154

Table 3. Comparison for BCIE among existing restoration models and proposed Dformer. Our proposed method outperforms the existing
methods by a notable margin in quantitative evaluation. Notably, the performance of the proposed Dformer remains constant for different
compression levels.

Shadow Blind LowLight Average

Model DED MCA PO Parm. (M) PSNR SSIM LPIPS PSNR SSIM LPIPS PSNR SSIM LPIPS PSNR SSIM LPIPS
Base y x x 4.81 21.42 0.8711 0.3297 32.24 0.9341 0.2392 23.87 0.7910 0.3038 25.84 0.8654 0.2909
DDH y y x 5.8 22.44 0.8671 0.2334 33.37 0.9465 0.2389 23.95 0.8020 0.2909 26.59 0.8719 0.2544
Proposed y y y 5.8 23.85 0.8973 0.2219 33.59 0.9502 0.2154 24.84 0.8265 0.2777 27.42 0.8913 0.2383

Table 4. Ablation study on the proposed Dformer. Each of our proposed components has its own contribution to achieving efficient image
registration.

age restoration tasks. The study systematically removed
and reintroduced these components individually to evalu-
ate their contributions. Abbreviations such as DED (dou-
ble encoder-decoder), MCA (multi-head cross-attention),
and PO (perceptual optimization) represent crucial elements
within the proposed Dformer. By systematically reintroduc-

ing each component, we discerned their unique roles in fa-
cilitating comprehensive feature extraction, selective atten-
tion mechanisms, and perceptual alignment, culminating in
enhanced image restoration capabilities. Table 4 illustrates
the impact of the proposed component on Dformer archi-
tecture.
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Figure 7. Real-world BCIE with image restoration methods. The proposed method can outperform the SOTA method in perceptual
evaluation with fewer trainable parameters. It is best viewed in zoom and color. From left to right, input image, MIRNet[49] output,
Restormer [50], UFormer [40], Retinexformer[5], Dformer (ours)

Our proposed DED architecture ensures salient feature
extraction and reconstruction by incorporating encoding
and decoding stages within the Dformer architecture. This
design enables the model to capture intricate image details
effectively. Additionally, integrating MCA mechanisms en-
hances the model’s ability to focus on spatial image regions,
prioritizing information across multiple heads for optimal
reconstruction. Furthermore, incorporating PO techniques
refines the restored output images by considering percep-
tual characteristics. Overall, the findings underscore the
critical roles of DED, MCA, and PO components in our pro-
posed Dformer architecture for efficient and effective image
restoration tasks.

4.3. Discussion

The Dformer model we propose shows significant improve-
ment over existing image restoration methods. Our ap-
proach uses only 5.8 million trainable parameters, six times
less than the current SOTA MIRNet [49] and four times
fewer than the Restormer [50]. It is worth noting that
the well-known RetinexFormer [5] inspires our encoder-
decoder blocks. RetinexFormer has proven to be one of
the most effective models for trainable parameter efficiency,
with less than 2 million parameters for a single-stage model.
In addition to such an efficient encoder-decoder design, our
illumination boosting technique for generic image restora-
tion helps the Dformer achieve top-tier restoration per-
formance without requiring large-sized window attention.
Additionally, our dual encoder-decoder strategy, combined
with MCA, allows the proposed method to delve more
deeply into salient feature extraction. Moreover, incorpo-
rating perceptual optimization enhances the model’s effec-
tiveness by boosting performance without adding any no-
ticeable increase in inference complexity.

The Dformer demonstrates notable performance in desk-
top environments. However, its potential for application in

edge computing still needs to be discovered. It is worth
noting that image restoration tasks have a widespread use
case on edge devices. Particularly, generic vision tasks
like object detection, stereo matching, segmentation, etc.,
on edge devices substantially suffer due to image degra-
dation [29]. An efficient and optimized method for such
hardware can help improve the performance of generic vi-
sion tasks on edge platforms. Thus, evaluating and opti-
mizing Dformer for low-power devices could be an inter-
esting future direction. Additionally, the practicability of
the proposed Dformer in combined enhancement tasks like
joint demosaicing and denoising is yet to be explored. We
planned to study the scope of generic image restoration on
joint enhancement tasks and its practicability in edge de-
vices through a future study.

5. Conclusion

This study proposed an illumination-guided double
encoder-decoder deep network for addressing challenging
image restoration tasks. Our Dformer comprises a multi-
head attention block to perceive cross-attention between in-
termediate reconstructed and input images. We also pro-
posed a novel perceptual optimization strategy to learn im-
age restoration efficiently. We have demonstrated the prac-
ticability of our proposed method through extensive ex-
perimentation across various challenging tasks, including
shadow removal, LLIE, and BCIE. Our method outper-
formed the state-of-the-art image restoration methods with
fewer trainable parameters. Despite promising results in
desktop environments, the proposed method’s performance
and deployment challenges still need to be discovered. We
planned to study the practicability of the proposed Dformer
in an edge environment in the foreseeable future.
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